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Josephson Cell Anay Circuit Using Four Junction Logic (4 Jt) Gates
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A Josephson ce11 array circuit composed of OR-AND unit ce11s based on direct
coupled type Four Junction Logic gates (4JL) is described. The 0R-AND ce11 consisting
of two 2-input oR gates and a 2-input AND gate can implement fundamental logic
functions with input-output current isolation capability. An 8 lit ripple ca,ry
adder with 56 cel1s in a 10 x 10 ceI1 array has been fabricated with a 5 p* lead
a11oy technology and successfully operated with a ca?Ty pnopagation delay of 400ps and a power dissipation of as low as 2t3 ,pW.
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$1 Introductlon
We have developed a direct-coupled type

Josephson Four Junction Logic (4JL) gate in which
four junctions are closely coupled in a loop
without inductanc"".t) The 4JL gate potentially
has attractive features for logic circuits, namely,

a fast switching speed, a 1ow power dissipation,
a wide margin and a smal1 size. A logic delay
of T ps/gate at a power dissipation of 4 )rW has

already been demonstrated in a 4JL gate with
?\2.5 ,;:m junctions. -' Moreover, a logic family

in which an OR, an AND and an INVERTER gates

ate included has been developed based on
^\<l

4JL conceDt.''
fn this paper r w€ propose an arr'ay circuit

composed of OR-AND unit ce11s based on 4JL gates.
The OR-AND ce11 can implement fundamental logic
functions by employing dual-rail 1ogic, and has

input-output cument isolation capability by

itself. These properties are quite useful for
realizing large scale integration circuits. An

8 bit ripple carry adden circuit has been
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lntegrated 1n a ce11 a!''ay a??angenent anal Flgure 1 show6 a circuit allagran of the cel1
successfully operated aE a carry propagation

delay of 400 ps and a power dissipation of 273

.pw.

with a logic diagram and a symbolic notation.

for four input signals (A,B,C rD) . By employing
the dual rail 1ogic, three fundamental logic
openations such as OR, AND and XOR can be

Thls cell has a logic function f"*11=(A+B). ( C+l)

with implemented by the ce1l in combination with true
gate. and complement input signals, meaning that in

$2 An OR-AND Unit Ce11

The OR-AND unit
two 2-input OR gates

ce11 is constructed
and a 2-input AND

(ArB).(c+D)

(l+ a).(c+o)
(A+gl'(c+D)
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Table 1. Design parameters for the OR-AND ce11.

Maximum bias current

Nominal bias current

Operating margin

Power dissipation
Logic delay

principle any logic circuits can be realized
in an a?ray arrangement of the ce11s.

Another important advantage of the ce11

is that the current i-solation can be easily
performed with two 0R gates in front of the

AND gate.

The ce11 has been designed to have an

operating margln of 1 357, and a fanout of 2.

Computer simulations show that the ce11 can

be operated at a logic delay of 44 ps (assumi-ng

a 5 )t lead al1oy junction technology) with
a power dissipati-on of 4 )tW/""11 for a nominal

operaLing condition. Design parameters of the

cell- i.s Listed in Table 1.

53. Design of An 8 Bit Ripple Carry Adder

Since the above OR-AND unit cell can implemenL

three fundamental logic functions (OR, AND,

{OR) in itself, large scale logic circuits can

be easily designed by arranging the cel1s in

Circuit di-agram of a 1

used in the RCA.
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Fig.3. Circuit configuration of the 8 bit RCA.

Additional four 4JL gates (O, *q ) are

used for measurements of carty propagation

de1ay.

an array. In order to evaluate the array circuit
based on the OR-AND ce11, an I bj-t ripple carry

adder (RCA) circuit has been designed. In the

RCA, carry (C-,C-) and sum (S ) generationsn'n' n'
at the n th bit arq performed by following logic
operations I

g =(A +B )r(A r B +c . ), e =1I +E ).(-n .E +E " ),nnnnnn-rnnnnnn-l

s =((A +B 1.1I +E )+c .).((e +e ).1e +B )+c ")nnnnnn-lnnnnn--t

where A, B and A, E are input signals andn' n n' n
their" complements, respectively, at the n th
bit. The 1 bit fu11 adder nepresented by the

above logic operations used in the RCA can be

tealized by seven unit ce11s as shown in Fig.2.
Figure 3 shows a circuit configuration for an

8 bit RCA. In this configuration, the add time

for an N bit RCA corresponds to Tce11.N, where

T i e a 1 nois delay in one unit ce1l. Computer'cel1
simulations show Lhat the logic delay in the

cell fabricated with a 5 ln lead a11oy technology

is 44 ps at the nomlnaf bias condition.

54 Operations of An 8 Bit RCA

Devices were fabricated with a 5 P lead

a11oy technology. The Josephson critical current

density was chosen to be 280 a./cmZ. Figure 4

shows a microphotograph of an OR-AND unit ce11.

The size of the ce11 was 165 X t75 )r 
2 , The

maximum bias current of the unit ce11 was 59O
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Fig.2 . bit fu11 adder
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Fig.5. Photograph of a 10 X 10 ce11 array cir:cuit
fabricated on a 5 x 5 ^2 Si chip. An

I bit RCA circuit are wired using 56

cel1s in the array.

.pA for the designed value of 560 2A. The operating
margin was obtained to be ! 35% which was in
good agreement with the designed one.

An 8 U:-t RCA was constructed by wi.ring 56

ce11s ( 168 gates) in a 10 X 10 ce11 ar?ay

integrated on a 5 X 5 m2 Si chip. Figure 5

shows a photograph of the cel1 a?Tay. The I
bit RCA was fed by two power 1ines, i.€., each

li-ne drove 28 ce11s.

Figure 6 shows results of fu11 logic
operations for the first 2 bit RCA when aO and

d^ are set to be rrO rr and " 1" , respectively .
U

It can be seen from Fig.6 that fu11 adder

operati-ons are reasonably achieved in the circuit.
Figure 7 shows an example of 8 bit RCA

Fig.6. Ful1 operations for the fir:st 2 bits
in the RCA obtained at a fow reoetition
rate.
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Fig.7 . Examples of operations for the 8 blt
RCA when ten input signals (Ar-Ag, Ug

and tO) were applied. In this photogr:aph

four i-nput signal ( A5 , AT , Og and tA )

and output signals (C6, CT, Cg and tg)
are shown.
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Table 2. Performance of the 8 bit RCA.

Design value.

Number of gates

Supply current
Carry propagation delay

Power dissi-pation

168

24 (25) mA

4oo (352) ps

2t3 (224) pw

+l l+
200 Ps

Fig.8. An experimental resuft of the

measurement for the 8 bit RcA. The

and the slower traces corresPond

bypassing signal and a ProPagated

through the 8 bit RCA, respectively.

delay

faster
toa

signal

operations in the absence of' complement input

signals. fn this example, the can"r.y propagation

was penformed by applying input signals 41^Ag

and the sum at the 8th bit was generated by

the application of an additional input signal

B^. From these experiments, it has been confirmed
6

that the carry propagation through I bits are

successfully carried out and the sum aE the

8th bit is reasonably generated in combination

with the propagated carry signal and the input

signal at the 8th bit.
Carry propagation delays in the 8 bit RCA

were measured from the time interval beLween

a propagated carry signal and a bypassing one

by using additional four 4JL gates (Grn GU in

FiS.4). Figure 8 shows oscilloscope traces at

the output gate Gu. From the time interval between

two signals, the carry propagation delay for

the 8 bit RCA is measured to be 400 ps, indicating

that the propagation delay per bit is 50 ps.

This carry propagation delay was obtained at

the highest current 1eve1 of 1'2 mA for each

power 1ine. From this current 1eve1' the average

bias current to each unit ce11 is calculated

to be 430 ,pA which is about 70% of the maximum

bias current of the ce11. The simulated

propagation delay per bit at this bi-as condition

is 44 ps. The discrepancy in delays between

the theory and the expe::iment is mainly due

to process variations in the experimental circuit.
An operating margin in the 8 bit RCA was

+ tO%, while ! 35% in the single OR-AND ce11.

The reduction of the operating margin in the

RCA is attributed to process variations and

noises in the measurement system.

The power dissipation in the I bit RCA was

as sma11 as 2I3 .,pw since the ce11 dissipated

3.8 yw at the bias 1eve1 of 430 yA. In Table

2, the performance of the 8 bit RCA is summarized.

$5 Conclusions

We have proposed a Josephson ce11 array

circuit composed of 4JL OR-AND unit ce11s which

can be easily extended to LSI I s. The OR-AND

cel1 consists of two 2-input OR gates and a

2-input AND gate, which can implement fundamental

logic functions such as OR, AND and XOR with

input-output current isolation capability.
An 8 Oit ripple carry adder circuits has

been made in a 10 X 10 ce11 ar?ay with a 5 P

lead a11oy technology. Operations have been

successfully performed with a carry propagation

delay of 400 ps and a power dissipation of as

1ow as 273 ,pW. The Josephson artay circuiL

developed herd' will be useful for integrating

large scale circuits with high speeds and low

power disslpations.
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